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ABSTRACT

Drawing on a series of histori-
cal and more recent examples of 
actual researches across several 

-
cs to astronomy, this article argues 
that the enhancement of both the 
mobility of researchers and the in-
ternational collaboration represents 
a crucial driver for the progress of 
science and for the promotion of a 
shared ethical perspective.

ABSTRACT

A partire a una serie di esempi sto-

rici e più recenti di ricerche condotte 

in diverse scienze empiriche, dalla 

fisica delle particelle fino all’astrono-

mia, questo articolo mostra perché 

il potenziamento della mobilità dei 

ricercatori e della collaborazione in-

ternazionale può rappresentare uno 

degli aspetti cruciali per il progres-

so della scienza e la promozione di 

una prospettiva etica condivisa.
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-
volution, inaugurating a new style of 
doing research: «Misura ciò che è 
misurabile, e rendi misurabile ciò 
che non lo è».

exploiting all opportunities; con-
stantly improving our instruments; 
treasuring our talents; and publi-
shing and disseminating our achie-
vements. He gave the world a living 
proof of such teachings through the 
invention of his telescope and his 
writings entitled Dialogo sopra i due 

massimi sistemi del mondo, drafted 

 

enormous progress in the resolving 
-

ned by the area where the incoming 
-

ries following his breakthrough 
work, the surface area of telesco-
pes increased exponentially, from 
the size of a coin to hundreds squa-
re meters, and it is bound to keep 
growing in the future, thanks to the 
diffusion of telescope arrays.

The energy reached by particle ac-
celerators experienced a similar 
stunning progress. Particle accele-
rators are instruments that regulate 
our capability to explore the structu-
res of the Microcosm of subnuclear 

particles and to discover new parti-
cles of increasing mass (following 
Albert Einstein’s mass-energy rela-
tion).

was the invention of particle colli-

ders

particles to a dense material target 
(what in English-language newspa-
pers is known as an atom smasher), 
colliders foresee head-on collisions 
between particles from two different 
beams travelling in opposite di-

-
-

boratories, by the Austrian physicist 
Bruno Touschek, who settled in 
Rome after the Second World War. 
Touschek’s work led to the con-

-
tron collider, called AdA (Anello di 

Accumulazione), an instrument that 
he would describe, with his char-
ming Austrian accent, as the colli-
sion of a “treno contro treno”.

AdA measured just about one me-
ter, yet the underlying concept was 
so revolutionary and effective that 
since then, electron-positron colli-
ders of increasing size have been 
built in laboratories all over the wor-
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ld, up to the Large Electron Positron 
(LEP) collider built at CERN in the 

-
protons was built at CERN in the late 

discovery of particles which mediate 
weak forces, the so-called Interme-

diate Vector Bosons. 

collider in the world, the Large Ha-
dron Collider (LHC) built at CERN in-
side the LEP tunnel, led to the disco-
very of the Brout-Englert-Higgs 
boson by the ATLAS and CMS Colla-
borations.

INTERNATIONAL
COOPERATION IN SCIENCE

started in Europe after the Second 
World War, from the need to build a 
large and complex research infra-
structure to explore the world of sub-
nuclear particles. This sector had 
been unveiled by the reactions pro-
duced by Cosmic Rays in the Earth’s 
upper atmosphere, and could be 
explored only by resorting to big par-
ticle accelerators that no country in 
Europe could afford to build using 
only its own resources.

The vision of a European laboratory 
dedicated to fundamental physics 
with large scale infrastructures had 
been outlined by the Nobel Laureate 
Luis De Broglie, one of the founding 

letter read at the European Cultural 
Conference held in Lausanne on De-

“Commissariat à l’Énergie Atomique” 
(CEA). De Broglie envisaged «…a la-
boratory or institution where it would 

somehow going beyond the fra-
mework of the different participating 
states. Being the product of a colla-
boration between a large number of 
European countries, this body could 
be endowed with more resources 
than national laboratories and could, 
as a result, undertake tasks which, by 
virtue of their size and cost, would be 
beyond their scope».

The vision of distinguished European 
scientists and statesmen, including 
Edoardo Amaldi, Pierre Auger, Lew 

Schuman, and Konrad Adenauer, led 
to the establishment of CERN in 

-

glie’s prophetic letter. Founded by 
twelve Member States, CERN is now 

.

Shortly after, similar organizations 
followed, devoted to the study of the 
outer space (European Space Agen-
cy - ESA), molecular biology (Euro-
pean Molecular Biology Laboratory - 
EMBL), and of astronomy on a large 
scale (European Southern Observa-
tory - ESO), respectively.

THE USERS COMMUNITY

important change following the con-
struction of the Large Electron Posi-
tron collider (LEP).

Experiments with the LEP required 
very large and sophisticated detec-
tors, and correspondingly large hu-

were more than CERN could afford. 
Hence, universities and Associated 
Countries formed four large-scale 
collaborations, with extended funds 
for the construction and operation of 
detectors, also supporting the travels 

-
ts, the CERN users, who would col-

new physics the large mass of data 
produced by LEP.

The same happened, on a larger sca-
le, for the Large Hadron Collider, whi-
ch was installed in the LEP tunnel at 

CERN users amount today to well 

from all over the world.

Cooperation at an international facili-
ty like CERN also has a positive ethi-
cal connotation. Young students visi-
ting this facility as Users can regularly 
work at the forefront of their discipli-
nes (which would be impossible if 
they remained home), but are still 
connected to their home institutions 
and can bring back to their countries 
the know-how they have acquired. 
Provided that mobility towards the fa-
cility remains available even when 
students acquire a permanent posi-
tion in their home country, no brain 
drain (from less advanced to more 
advanced countries) will occur. The-
refore, working at CERN is very diffe-
rent from moving, say, to a US Uni-
versity and becoming a visiting 

used to remind us: «We are proud to 
go to CERN, because it is also “our” 
laboratory».
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BRINGING LATIN AMERICA 
TO EUROPE 
(2005-2016 AND BEYOND)

-
zed that a major obstacle for Latin 
American scientists to take part in 
the experiments at the LHC was the 
lack of funds for their participation in 
CERN experiments, especially for 
students: mobility was the key.

Project HELEN (High-Energy physi-
cs Latin-American European 
Network) was born as a result of 

project focused on the large Labo-

Sasso.

On the other side of the Atlantic, the 
Pierre Auger Observatory, located 
in Malargüe (Argentina), had alrea-
dy attracted a large European parti-
cipation from CERN Member States 

Portugal), creating the Latin Ameri-
can pole of HELEN and, later, of 
EPLANET.

-
-

nanced by ALFA (America Latina 
Formacion Avanzada), a program 
established by the European Com-

-
terchange between Europe and La-
tin America.

Prompted by HELEN’s success, in 

was called EPLANET (European 
Particle physics Latin-American 
NETwork), and is funded by the Eu-
ropean Union through the Marie 
Curie-People action within the Eu-

Program. Supported by EPLANET, 
professors and graduate students 
from Latin America have been able 
to participate in the exciting explo-
ration of the Microcosm, which star-

-
re of creating a Latin American 

-
art of Europe, as Juan Antonio Ru-

-

subsequently with EPLANET.

HELEN, 
JULY 2005-APRIL 2009

HELEN’ s declared objectives were:

To train young generations of 
physicists in High Energy Physi-
cs, thereby promoting fundamen-
tal physics in Latin American 
countries and contributing to the 
modernization of physics educa-
tion there. CERN, DESY, and 

the Large Hadron Collider, HERA 
and their experiments, as well as 
the Auger experiment in the Pier-
re Auger Observatory for Cosmic 
Rays, located in Malargüe, Ar-
gentina, were designated as the 
fundamental tools for an advan-
ced training program.
To facilitate access of Latin Ame-
rican countries to the technologi-

detector, and information techno-
logy domains (the global LHC 

To strengthen the integration of 
the European and Latin American 
Physics communities.

The institutions participating in HE-

-
-

zation, CERN (Switzerland), and 
the international Pierre Auger Ob-
servatory, Argentina. This network 
has been essential to integrate, 
consolidate and boost the collabo-

physics, which have already been 
in place between Latin America and 
Europe for several decades.

Personnel mobility was used as a 
means to:

1. provide specialized training to 
young Latin American scientists;

2. contribute to the modernization 
of physics education in Latin 
America;

3. -
tion in Fundamental Physics 
between Latin America and Euro-
pe by using the existing or plan-
ned large, expensive facilities; 
and

4. contribute to the technological 
development of Latin America 
through the HEP associated tech-
nologies.
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Mobility was achieved, in project HE-
LEN, thanks to a large number of 

within Latin America. The latter gran-
ts were essentially a novelty for Latin 
American countries and have been 
quite successful in fostering collabo-
ration there. The total cost of HELEN 

-

the EU.

Latin America arrived at CERN in Ja-

the CERN Courier reported: «Now a 
small but active HELEN community is 
building up at CERN, and has establi-
shed a HELEN club to allow the 
exchange of views and to help 
newcomers in the complex CERN 

were organized by HELEN in Argenti-
na and in Mexico, aiming at transfer-
ring CERN technologies on accelera-
tor physics and computing.

-
chers were able to travel to Brazil to 
help set up a CMS Computing Centre 

in Sao Paulo. The upgrade of the 
Center was eventually approved in 

FAPERJ and CNPq, which has al-
lowed our Brazilian colleagues to in-
crease their participation in CMS.

All in all, HELEN was perceived, in 
the High Energy Physics community, 
as an unprecedented and successful 
effort to integrate the Particle Physics 
communities of Europe and Latin 
America.

Jenni, Spokesperson of the ATLAS 
experiment, described the times be-
fore HELEN and the times after HE-

helped foster and consolidate the 
very fruitful collaboration with Latin 

from students and young researchers 
are a strong asset to the experiment, 
in addition to the institutional stren-
gthening of the Collaboration and its 
resources».

EPLANET, 
FEBRUARY 2011-JANUARY 2016

The objective of EPLANET is to pro-

through the participation in world 
class experiments performed in two 
of the most advanced research infra-
structures for particle physics: (i) 
CERN, for Particle Physics at the Lar-

-
land, and (ii) the Pierre Auger Obser-
vatory, for the observation of 
Ultra-High Energy Cosmic Rays, Ma-
largüe, Argentina.

According to the rules of the EU Fra-
mework Program, only four Latin 
American countries were eligible to 
become partners, namely Argentina, 
Brazil, Chile, and Mexico. CERN pro-
vided additional funds to continue the 
cooperation with Colombia, Peru, 
and Venezuela, which had started 
with HELEN and could not be conti-
nued in EPLANET due to lack of spe-

countries and the European Union.

Exchanges among Latin America 
(LA) and CERN and other European 

-
-

ths) for senior investigators and lon-

which covered stay, but not travel 

million euro during four years. An ex-

EPLANET programs hinged on Nine 
Work Packages, which included: par-
ticipation in the four LHC and other 
CERN experiments; research in theo-
retical physics; accelerator technolo-

-
puting;  and participation in the Auger 
experiments. 

operation of the Large Hadron Colli-
der at CERN, as well as the data col-
lection and analysis from the four lar-
ge experiments, which led to a 
substantial number of technical re-
ports and papers being published. 
EPLANET participants have largely 
contributed to the discovery of the 
candidate Brout-Englert-Higgs bo-

-
LAS and CMS with a mass of about 

-
ring the EPLANET period include: (i) 
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cutoff in the spectrum of Ultra High 
-

termination of the particle composi-
tion of Cosmic Rays in the cutoff 
region (i.e. proton vs nuclei abun-

of point-like extragalactic sources. 

Moreover, EPLANET, like HELEN, 
led to the draft of a remarkable 
number of high quality degree the-
ses, originating from research carri-
ed out in world-class facilities with 

-
es generated a large number of 
very high quality publications, see 

Secondments
(months)

Researchers 
involved distribution

Workshops 
& Schools

Seminars 
& Conferences Publications (*)

Citations
(**)

NOTES: (*) where EPLANET support is acknowledged; (**) Source: http://inspirehep.net

TEN YEARS OF SCIENCE 
DIPLOMACY

HELEN and EPLANET established 
an important network of formal links 
between CERN and Latin American 
countries, extending also to the lat-
ter the tradition of Science Diplo-

macy inaugurated by CERN over 
sixty years ago.

were signed between CERN and 

Mexico. The LHC experimental Col-
laborations welcomed groups from 
Universities in Chile, Argentina, 
Brazil, and Colombia. Two experi-

V0 and 

ACORDE, were built in LA, particu-
larly in Mexico, also thanks to HE-

-
vel expenses of teachers and 
students. CMS researchers helped 

Paulo. 

The possibility to send students to 
the largest facilities in Europe and 
Latin America has greatly enhanced 
the joint activities of the two regions, 
changing the historical inclination 
towards the United States of HEP 
groups in Latin America.

● HELEN and EPLANET involved 
the most advanced institutions 
and the best research infra-
structures for particle physics of 
the two continents;

● promoting regional LA-LA inte-
gration through internal mobility 
has been one of HELEN’s most 
remarkable achievements;

● EPLANET allowed scientists 
and students from Latin America 
to participate in the discoveries of 

ideas as well as an enormous dri-
ve;

● teaching and outreach were 
strongly promoted;

● commitment towards CERN 
and Europe was consolidated in 
view of the future upgrades: the 
High Luminosity LHC and, 
perhaps, the LHC energy increa-
se;

● experimental laboratories were 
established in Mexico, Brazil, 
Chile, Colombia, and Peru, which 
will be the natural starting points 
to develop technology transfer in 
these countries; 

● no brain drain! Within HELEN, 
we have witnessed postdoc stu-
dent become professors and 
group leaders for EPLANET, and 

-
dustry, in their own countries;

● sustainability of the collabora-
tion has (almost) been achieved 
by Brazil and Mexico.

EPLANET-UP (2017-2021)?

project, EPLANET-UP, to the Marie 
Curie-Sklodowska Research and 

by Mexico and Brazil, a crucial step 
towards sustainability, which will al-
most double its value, from the 
funds requested to the EC, of about 
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EPLANET-UP will allow the participa-
tion of Latin America in the post-Hig-
gs research, the exploration of the 
unchartered energy region beyond 
what was predicted by the current 
theory of Elementary Particles, and 
the study of the extragalactic sources 
of the highest energy cosmic rays.

PARTICLE PHYSICS BEYOND 
THE PILLARS OF HERCULES

With the observation of the Higgs bo-
son and of the Cosmic Ray cutoff, we 
are now sailing beyond the Pillars of 
Hercules, into an unknown ocean 
where we hope to witness new phe-
nomena. Earth and Satellite based 
Astronomy, and large distance Co-
smology, also offer many unexplored 
paths. We are now aiming at a more 
comprehensive vision of the Micro 
and Macro Cosmos, characterized by 

-
as. We cannot be sure of where we 
will land, but we know it will be more 
surprising and fascinating than we 
may imagine. There are already 
plans to build machines that can 
bring us into new energy regions, that 
we believe may point out new pheno-
mena that could possibly show us the 
direction of the new physics. On the 

the LHC will dominate the scene, and 
plans were already made to increase 

luminosity, and later to higher energy.

After that, the course of action is still 
unknown.

A large collaboration is proposing the 

electron-positron Linear Collider 
-

pan. Another possibility is to imple-
ment the LEP-LHC strategy on a lar-

electron-positron collider, a Super 
LEP, which would allow a precision 
study of the Higgs particle. The se-
cond step could be the replacement 
of the electron-positron ring with a 
large proton-proton collider, with 
energy one order of magnitude larger 
than the LHC , a Very Large Hadron 
Collider (VLHC). A machine of this 
size was envisioned (dreamed of?) 
long ago by a group led by Nino Zichi-
chi and given the poetic name Eloisa-
tron. 

The project of a large tunnel with a 
Super LEP and a VLHC is currently 

-
stitute for High Energy Physics 

fantastic challenge, requiring new in-

novative technologies involving ma-
terial science, low temperatures, 
electronics, computing, big data, and 
the like. 

-
traction for new physics ideas and 
young talents, called to face the har-

years. At this level, research is un-
doubtedly a global enterprise and will 
most likely require new organization 
models. The vision that De Broglie 

time at a global rather than regional 
scale. 

-

to establish CERN: a European labo-
-

quire regional laboratories of Europe, 
America, Asia, etc. to join forces and 

World laboratory?

CONCLUSION

We are convinced that the Mobility of 

Collaboration are crucial for the pro-
gress of science and for the promo-
tion of an ethical perspective.

The CERN model was adopted for 
almost all large scale research: Spa-
ce, Astronomy, Cosmic Rays, and it is 

as the exploration of the Cosmos 
through neutrinos and gravitational 
waves.

Joining forces at an international le-
vel is easier for fundamental research 
rather than for applied research, whe-
re national interests and economic 
problems play a bigger role (as alrea-
dy pointed out by De Broglie in 

-
ternational Thermonuclear Experi-

scale experiment on nuclear control-
led fusion. 

are growing stronger again, the suc-

energy production model would open 

world economies, a crucial step 
towards the (utopian?) world govern-
ment which another great mind of our 
times, Albert Einstein, considered the 
last remedy to prevent a thermonu-
clear war and the ensuing destruction 
of humankind and our planet. 
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NOTE 

1. Part of the material contained in 
this article has been presented at 
the conference: Sixty Years of Ro-

mea Treatises and Ten years of 

ERC

2. -
tes of CERN were: Belgium, Den-
mark, France, the Federal Republic 

Netherlands, Norway, Sweden, 
Switzerland, the United Kingdom, 
and Yugoslavia. CERN became ef-
fective as of, and entered into force 

The Organization was subsequent-
ly joined by: Austria, Spain, Portu-
gal, Finland, Poland, Czechoslovak 

and Romania. The Czech Republic 
and Slovak Republic re-joined 
CERN after obtaining their mutual 

-
-

ciate Members, while Serbia and 
Cyprus are Associate Members in 
the pre-stage to membership.

3. 

energy associated to the mass of 
the proton; the VLHC under consi-
derationbeing considered hasve an 
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